Weekly Plans and Notes (08/16 – 08/20)
 Insect Alert: Recently in the new construction area we have noticed a few of the
newly sodded homes dying off. Some of the infected lawns are on Madison Ln,
Grundy Walk, Gibson Tr., Fayette Ct. This is due to Fall Army worms. I am NOT
seeing them anywhere else in the community. Attached to the Newsletter will be an
update from Brightview about these pest. These pest are showing up across the
Southeast region. There is good news! They are easy to kill and they do not
completely kill your yard. They only eat the leaves. The grass root structure they
leave alone, so it will come back. Here is a couple of examples of what you can
purchase.

Blue Circles: Army Worms / Red Circle: Damaged turf.

Please use TownSq to submit questions and concerns regarding Landscape and Irrigation. Ross
and Brian both get those requests and will respond appropriately.

 Maintenance: After three weeks of almost no rainfall we have finally received some
decent rain. This has caused us to shift the mow schedule around on Wednesday
and Thursday to mow the common areas since they drain better. We will be
mowing today and tomorrow weather permitting. Again if we do not finish a street
this week it will be completed first before starting the mow routes next week. Next
week we will also be working with Weed Man as they work on Round 4 Turf
Treatment.
o Edging: We will be edging the Concrete next week.



Turf Application: Round 4 Turf treatment will begin next week. This is a weed
Treatment application for grassy weeds and broadleaf weeds. The temperatures look
good and hopefully the rain will move out of the forecast. However there is one
grassy weed that control is difficult to achieve: DallisGrass. If you find that you have
this in your yard. Round Up or picking the weed are the only sure ways to remove it.

 Aeration and Over-Seeding: Aeration and Over-Seeding will be starting up in
September. The schedule will be posted before we begin.

Have a good weekend!

Please use TownSq to submit questions and concerns regarding Landscape and Irrigation. Ross
and Brian both get those requests and will respond appropriately.

